Collaboration has replaced the hierarchy of the private office challenging the status quo of expectations. Suite meets and exceeds these expectations with its built-in adaptability, extending the use of the private office well beyond one individual.

As a wood casegood collection, Suite creates inviting and efficient spaces that suit a variety of work and workstyles. Enabled by the capability of transforming to people's unique needs, Suite applications can support it all, from individual to small group meetings; from informal touchdown spaces to large group conference needs.
Suite boasts several unique design and functional innovations making it one of the best private office solutions on the market:

- Veneer sequence matching that provides a cohesive look on common fronts, showcasing the beauty and character of the wood.
- Compact, out-of-sight yet always-within-reach power solutions for easy power access.
- Reveal/conceal upper and lower storage options, and table shapes and edges that invite users into and around in style and comfort.
- Height adjustability options that are seamless with the visual flow of the design.

Unique Product Features:

- Space efficiency
- Power routing made simple
- Reveal/conceal for storage and organizational components
- Height adjustable worksurfaces enable seated or standing preferences
- Unique table shape and edge options
- Visual technology integration (wall monitors/displays)

Statement of Line

- Freestanding tables and desks
- Convergent and common tops
- Personal storage credenzas
- Lower storage
- Freestanding bookcases and wardrobes
- Overhead storage and stack-on units
- Bridges, modesty and worksurface support panels
- L-shelves and reference shelves
- Wall panels, accent tiles, and accessories

Finishes

- Double Cut
- Maple: quarter cut, plain
- Cherry: quarter cut, plain
- Walnut: quarter cut, plain
- Oak: rift cut, plain
- Beech: plain
- Anegre: quarter cut, figured